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A GRAVITY SURVEY OF THE MELVILLE ISLAND 
ICE CAPS 

By ALLAN SPECTOR * 
(University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) 

ABSTRACT. A gravity survey was made in June of 1963 of four ice caps on western M elville Island, 
Canadia n Arct ic Archipelago. I ce thicknesses were interpreted from Bougu er anomalies at 138 stations. The 
regional g ravity fi eld of the area has a simple form and is associaled with a uniform bedrock geology. Because 
of this, the interpretation of the g rav ity data was g rea tly simplified in compa rison with the more usual 
glaciological problem. It was found that greatest ice thicknesses ranged from 30 to 50 m., fillin g hidden 
valleys or depressions under the main ice-cap body. I ce-cap vo lumes ranged from 0·2 to 1·0 km .l. 

REsUME. Leve gravimitrique des ca/olles de_glace de l'!le de M e/ville. Un leve g ravimetrique a ete effectue en 
juin 1963 des quatre calottes de g lace de I'I le de Melville ouest, Archipel A rctique Canadien . L 'epaisseur de 
la g lace a e te ded uite des a nomalies d e Bouguer en 138 stations. Le champ d e gravite regional de la zone 
e tudiee a une forme simple et il es t assoc ie it la geo logie uniforme du socle rocheux. Ainsi , l' interpre tation des 
mesures gravimetriques a ete grandement simplifiee e n comparaison d es probl emes glacio logiques courants. 
II a ete trouve que la plus grande epaisseur de glace se tena it entre 30 e t 50 m , rem plissant d es vallees et 
depressions cachees sous I'ensemble de la ca lolte de g lace. Les volumes d es calottes de glace sont compris entre 
0,2 et 1,0 km l . 

ZUSAMMENFASS NG . SchweremessllIIOen azif den Eiska/J/Jen von Melville Island. I m J uni 1963 wurden Schwere
m essungen a uf vier Eiskappen im westlichen Melville I sla nd, Kanadischer Arktis-Archipel, durchgeflihrt. 
Dic Eisdicke wurde a us Bouguer-Anomalien a n 138 Stationen abgeleite t. D as regionale Schwerkra ftfeld hat 
e infache Form , herrlihrcnd vom gle ichfiirmigen geologischen Aufbau des U nlergrundes. D esha lb verein
fachte si ch im V ergleich ZlI dem sonst vorli egenden g laz io logischen Prob lem die Interpretation d er Schwer
kraftwerte weitgehend . Als griisste E isdicken wurden W erte zwischen 30 und 50 m gefunden ; sie treten auf 
liber T alern oder V erti efungen, die si ch unter der H a uptmasse der Eiskappen verbergen. Das Volumen der 
Eiskappen lieg t zwisehen 0 , 2 und 1, 0 km l . 

THE GRAVITY S URVEY 

The general loca tion of the ice caps is shown in Figure I ; they are designated as "North", 
" W est", "East" and "South" ice cap according to their rela tive positions. Approximately 
elliptical in shape, the ice caps lie on the dissected plateau which is the principal topographic 
form of west Melville Island. Th e ice caps range in a rea from 15 to 55 km.' and li e at an 
average eleva tion of 550 m. 

The objectives of the gravity survey, performed inJune 1963, wer e to find the general form 
of the ice bodies and to determine the locations of greatest ice thickness, su itable for a future 
bore hole for glacio logical and h ea t-flow studies . The survey was p e rformed by the a uthor, a 
m ember of the D ominion Observatory Gravity Division affili ated with the Polar Continental 
Shelf Project (P.C.S.P. ) . 

During a nine-day period 138 g ravity stations were established and linked with the gravity 
contro l station network establish ed by the Dominion Observa tory in the Arctic Islands. 
Tra nsportation was provided by a Bell 47G-2A helicopter. Gravity m easurements were made 
using a temperature-compensated Worden gravity m eter which had a scale constant of 
0.407 18 mgal/div. Geographical positions of most gravity stations were es tablished by 
tell urometer trave rse and triangulation. Eleva tions were d etermined by trigonometri c 
levelling. The stations are separated by in terva ls of from 0·8 to '2 · 5 km. 

Values of gravity at each station were adjusted for the gravita tional effects of varying 
la titude and elevation according to standard p rocedures (Dobrin, 1960, p. 187- 90) to obtain 
the Bouguer gravity anomaly. The d en ity of the underl ying bedrock, important in carrying 
out the above reduction, was es tima ted from th e average of 29 dry rock samples: '2. 30 ± 0· 05 
g. /cm ) . The Hammer terra in correction chart (Hammer, (939) w as used in making correc-
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Fig. I. Location of the Melville Island ice caps 
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tions for the gravity effect of topographic relief about each station to a radius of 18·8 km. 
The terrain effect was found to be usually less than o' 5 mgal however in a few cases, it was 
as high as 2' 5 mgal. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE GRAVITY DATA 

Accumulations of ice occur at relatively high elevation, usually in mountainous terrain. 
Because of this the gravity data include significant contributions from effects in addition to 
the anomaly of a low-density ice body. The gravity effect of irregular topography can be so 
significant that without adequate topographic mapping in order to calculate the terrain effect, 
interpretation of the gravity data is severely limited in value. A more subtle difficulty is 
involved in separating the gravity effect of the ice body from the effect of density variations 
associated with a possibly complex underlying geology. Detailed geological information is 
a lways lacking and because of this, estimates of the "regional" gravity field arising from 
bedrock density variations, are quite conjectural. These and other difficulties are acknowledged 
by authors engaged in ice thickness interpretation; Littlewood (19Y2), Bull and Hardy (1956), 
Thiel and others (1957), Russell and others ( 1960), Weber ( 1961) and H yndman (Koerner 
and others, 1963, p. 71 - 72). 

The underlying bedrock of this area consists of at least 2,100 m. of flat-lying sandstone of 
Devonian age, resting on at least 4,500 m. of older sediments of the Franklinian Geosyncline 
(Thorsteinsson and Tozer, 1959). The "regional" anomaly for each ice cap was estimated 
from the Bouguer anomaly (including terrain correction) at stations established exterior to the 
ice caps. In all four cases, after the regional anomaly was contoured using this exterior data, 
it was observed that the gradient is small and almost linear: 0·6, o ' 5, o ' 4 and 0 ·6 mgal /km. 
in a south to south-east direction for the "North", "East", "West" and "South" ice caps 
respectively. A gravity survey of the Melville Island area (Spector, unpublished) consisting of 
stations separated at intervals of about 10 km., reveals that the gravity field of a large area 
including the ice-cap region is indeed slowly varying, confirming the estimate of the regional 
anomaly made in the ice-cap survey. 

In Figure 2, the Bouguer anomaly (including terrain correction) at each gravity station is 
shown and the data are contoured at o' 5 mgal intervals. Exceptionally low anomalies were 
observed at two stations on the extreme north-eastern and south-eastern parts of the "North" 
ice cap and also in the north-eastern part of the "South" ice cap. Contouring of the gravity 
data in the vicinity of these stations is fairly conjectural because of the lack of neighbouring 
stations. These anomalies can only be determined by a more detailed gravity survey. 

Figure 3 shows the contoured residual anomaly pattern after the removal of the regional 
anomaly from the data. Over the major parts of the ice caps, the residual anomaly can be 
seen to be quite slowly varying. Inherent in this picture is the effect of the wide spacing of the 
data points achieving a smoothed representation of the actual gravity field. 

The uniqueness of gravity interpretations is satisfied in glaciological problems because the 
upper surface of the "disturbing mass" is known and the problem is reduced to the mapping 
of a single interface, viz. the ice- bedrock contact. Because of the apparent smoothness of the 
residual anomaly in the greater portion of each ice cap, the following interpretational 
technique was chosen. The Bouguer formula, 

b.g = 27T'Gb.pt 

represents the gravity effect ofa slab of ice having a thickness t, a density contrast with respect 
to underlying bedrock of b.p and whose horizontal dimensions are very large in comparison 
to t. The ice density was assumed to be o · 91 g. /cm.3, resulting in a density contrast of - I ' 39 
g. /cm) . G is the universal gravitational constant, 6·668 X 10- 8 in c.g.s. units. 
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Fig. 2. Bouguer gravity maps of the ice caps, contour interval o· 5 mgal 

Figure 4 illustrates the interpreted ice distribution. In all four ice caps, the ice body is 
characterized by two thick zones separated apparently by a bedrock hill. It is surprising that 
the thickness of ice in these zones is comparatively the same for all four ice caps, namely 
30 to 50 m. The ice- rock interface appears to be undulating. The exceptionally low gravity 
anomalies measured at stations at the north-eastern extremities of both the "North" and 
"South" ice caps imply the possibility that very thick ice may be found in narrow valleys 
emanating from the central part of the ice caps. The true nature of these valley ice zones 
awaits further investigation. 
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Fig. 3. Residual gravity maps of the ice caps, contour values in milligals 

The volume of ice in an ice cap can be estimated by integrating numerically the gravity 
anomaly over the area of the observation p lane (Hammer, [945) ; 

Vo ume = = --- Ll a. I Mass deficit [II A d 
Density contrast 27TGt!1p g 

The estimated volumes were found to be 0·4,0·4,0·2 and 1 · 0 km.3 for the" orth", " West", 
" East" and "South" ice caps respectively . 
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Fig. 4. Ice thickness mal's as interpretedJram gravity data , contollr interval 15 m. 

ERRORS IN I NTERPRETATION 

The presence of a number of important factors serves to limit the accuracy or uncertainty 
of ice thickness interpretation from gravity data. This is best demonstrated by considering the 
interpretation formu la 

6.g 
t = --. 

'27TG6.p 
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The uncerta inty in the value of the residual a nomaly I1g arises from the following considera
tions: 

(a) reading error, uncorrected temperature drift in the gravity meter m echanism and 
uncorrected earth tide effect ; ± o ' o5 mgal (estima ted ). 

(b) positioning inaccuracy; ± o'o5 minute of latitude ; ± o· o6 mgal. 

(c) inaccuracy in trigonometric levelling ; ± o 'o6 mgal. 

(d) probable uncorrected terrain effect ; ± o· 10 mgal (estima ted). 

(e) probable uncertainty in regional a nomaly estimation; ± o · 10 mgal (estima ted). 

T he total uncertainty in the I1g-factor is about ± o · 40 mgal. The uncerta inty in the ice
bedrock density contrast is ± o · 06 g./cm .3. Thus from the a bove formula 

t± ut = --A I1g [I ± o · 40/ I1g] 
'27TCl1p I ± o· 06/ I1p 

or I1t = ±(7' '2 + 0' 7I1g) m. with the aid of the Binomial Theorem. H ence for a n anomaly 
of '2 mgal the uncertainty or accuracy of ice thickness interpretation is 

I1t = ± 8'5 m. 

Because of the large separation of gravity stations which results in a smoothed representa 
tion of the actual gravity fi eld , interpre tation of ice thicknesses are conservative. A more 
detail ed survey especially across the thick ice zones coupled with interpretational techniques 
using more realistic models other than the sla b approach may show that greates t ice thicknesses 
a re considera bly la rger tha n have been es timated. 

DISCUSSION 

Som e of the main features of the Melville Island ice caps study are that the survey was 
made in an a rea in which the regional gravity is small due to the uniform geo logy of the area 
and tha t adequa te topographic mapping had been done of the surrounding terra in, facilitating 
correction for terrain effect. An informative picture of the ice bodies resul ts from the gravity 
interpretation regarding the na ture of the ice- bedrock in terface topography, the distribution 
of ice thickness and ice-cap volume. 

MS. received 24 D ecember 1965 
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